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Transition of Western European Country to 

Renewable Energy – How to Make it Happen  



Begins with the recognition that our living systems have 
been deliberately designed to make us use more energy 





‘Extreme Energy Normality’ 



We now think of it as ‘normal’ 







 Through integrating a smart approach to:  

 food/land-use, buildings, transport, energy  

 the UK’s greenhouse gas emissions can be 

reduced to net zero  

• without relying on future technology 

• without major impacts on quality of life 

Power-down & Power-up 



Power down energy demand: 









 Today 

- 35% 

- 78% 



Can we  

“keep the lights on”? 

 

Yes we can! 

 

The ZCB Energy Model: 

is based on ten years 

of real-world  

hourly data from 

2002 - 2011 

87,648 hours 









Synthetic gas storage = Demand met 100% of time 

 



Rethinking diets & land-use 

 64% of adults overweight/obese             

(Bates et al, 2011). 

Too much food. 

•  An unhealthy balance. 

•  Too much HFSS and high protein foods. 

•  Too little fruit, vegetables and cereals. 

• Waste (30% in Europe (FAO, 2011)). 

 







words 







‘The trend is our friend’ -  
- but will we get to zero in time? 



• Science* 

• Technology* 

• Culture 

• Economics 

• Psychology 

• Politics 

• Sociology 

•History  

•Democracy 

• Law  

• Spirit  

Identifying barriers and overcoming them 



We have all the technologies; 
it is increasingly accepted that 
we actually face a mix of 
economic, cultural & 
psychological barriers.  
 
Yet changing how millions of 
people think & live is a very 
special kind of problem… 



… as the forces which 
shape our lives exist on 
many different levels 
 

Tackling such a complex 
challenge requires a new 
kind of approach joining 
up research & practice 
across disciplines, 
borders, sectors & scales.  



The historical, technical, cultural & 
institutional co-evolution of fossil 
fuels with our energy, housing, 
transport & agricultural systems 
creates persistent forces that are 
hugely resistant to change  

Tools to un-lock our ‘carbon lock-in’ 
 





  

What are the wider ‘cross-cutting barriers’  
- and how do we overcome them? 



Credit: Sustainable Development Alliance 

Politics and Governance Politics and Governance 



Communications 

Credit: Greenpeace 



 $5.3 trillion 
in 2015.  

 

Economics and Finance 



Credit: Green Open Homes 

Psychology & Behaviour 



Changing Values 

Credit Muslim Climate Action 



Making it Happen 

The power of a positive vision 











1. We have all the technologies we need 

2. Practical projects overcome barriers in innovative ways  

3. These must be supported & scaled up 

4. We need to identify and make systemic changes 

5. Show positive co-benefits – health, wellbeing, NHS costs  

6. Build a mass coalition and shift culture 

 

 Making it Happen: Key conclusions 
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